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(IJ Introduction 

More than 980 programs invoIving federaI outIays 

were operating in :fiscaI 1968 by the FederaI Gove

rnment of the United States according to the rep

ort of the Office of Economic Opportunity. These 

federal expenditure programs are considered as vari

ables to describe the compIex nature. of the federal 

outIays and the dimensionaI aspects of the federaI 

spending activities. IIowever, among the various fe

deral expenditure progra~s， certain programs wouId 

be unlikely to exist independently of the others 

because of the manifoId, interconnected characteris

tics of the federal expenditures distributed in the 

subareas of the country. Even the federal outIays 

speci:fied by major federal agency groups were 

found not to be mutualIy excIusive in the patterns 

of their federal spending to the metropolitan areas. 

The central aim of this study is to detect 

fundamental dimensions created by the possibIe 

inter-relations between the variables (programs of 

federal outIays). Factor anaIysis is employed to 

untangIe the complex inter-reIationships of federal 

expenditure programs for the metropolitan areas 

into their major and distinct reguIarities and to 

expIore some unknown dimensions of the federal 

outIays. The new dimensions of federal outlays 
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(V1J Summary 
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are brought into account particularIy for the 

anaIysis of their basic structures and geographical 

associations empiricalIy recognized in metropoIitan 

commumtIes. 

(IIJ Methodology 

A flow chart is introduced for performing factor 

analysis of the federal outlays to demonstrate the 

analytical approaches of the present study: 

1nputs Variables Areal U nits 
(R8) (}05) 

Type of R-Fa|ctQring 
Factor Analysis Principal Component Solution 

Varimax Rotation 

Outputs Factor DimeJ1sim FactoJ Scores 

~I--~I 

EmpiricaI Basic Structure Anabsis Map 
ExpIanation of of of 
ResuItant Factors Factor Patterns SpatiaI 

Variation 

(1) Content of Federal Outlays 

A set of 18 comparabIe variables characterizing 

various functions of the federal outlays are speci:fied 

by the federal agency groups andjor aggregate or 

individual program levels. The variables are: 

MP Military Pay Programs 

MC Military Contract Programs 
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P A Public Assistance Programs 

SSF Social Security Funds 

Housing Housing and Urban Development 
rrograms 

HPC Highway Planning and Construction 
Programs 

1nterior Department of 1nterior 

Labor Department of Labor 

Post Post Offiice Department 

Treasury Department of Treasury 

Atomic Atomic Energy Commission 

CSC Civil Service Commission 

GSA General Service Administration 

NASA National Aeronautics and Soace 
Administration 

NSF National Science Foundation 

OEO 0퍼ce of Economic Opportunity 

SBA Small Business Administration 

Veterans Veterans Administrations 

The first six of the considered variables are 

speci:fied by individual or aggregate federal program 

levels. The major defense outlays, for example, are 

split into two different functional groups of 

“Military Pay" and “Military Contracts." The 

variable designated as “ MP" (Military Pay) 

characterizes the programs of defense payrolls, 
such as Military Active Duty Pay and Civilian 

Pay. On the other hand, the variable, “MC" 

(Military Contracts) , represents defense contract 

programs, for example, Prime Supply Contracts 

and Prime Research Development Contracts. The 

variable, “P A" (Public Assistance) , includes the 

programs of HEW, Old-Age Assistance and Aid to 

Families with Dependent Children. The variable, 
Housing, includes programs such as Urban Renewal, 
Housing, and Urban Development Programs. Both 

variables, SSF and HPC, are single federal 

programs characterized by Federal Old Age and 

Survivors, 1nsurance Trust Fund and Highway 

Planning and Construction, respectively. The 

remaining twelve variables represent the major 

federal agency groups. 

1t would be ideal to include more variables in 

the present study on an individual program level 

rather than to deal with the variables speci:fied by 

aggregate characteristics of the federal outlays. 

However, the data reIated to the detailed individual 

programs for metropolitan areas are not available 

in many study areas (SMSAs). For this reason, 
individual federal programs are less applicable as 

variables in the analysis. Because of the problem 

of missing data, it is necessary in the present 

study to con:fine the individual federal programs 

into the aggregate variables which are expressed 

by federal agencies or aggregate federal program 

levels. 

(2) Areal U nits 

The 105 “ Areal Units" (SMSAs) are selected by 

a strati:fied-random sample method from the 

nationwide 205 SMSAs. The level of the federal 

outlays of each of the 18 comparable variables is 

expressed by per capita terms for the individual 

sample study areas. The sample SMSAs are 

proportionally distributed in the different sections 

of the country. Thus the metropolitan systematic 

characteristics reflected by the study areas are very 

close to those of the nation-wide metropolitan areas. 

This situation is especially distinct in the frequency 

patterns, such metropolitan size distributions, 
income distributions, regionallocations, and metro

politan economic functions. 

(3) Factor Analysis 

The type of factor analysis employed in the 

study needs a brief description because the term 

factor analysis expresses a variety of factor-analytic 

techniques. 1n general, there are three customary 

steps in factor analysis: “ (1) preparation of the 

correlation matrix, (2) extraction of the initial 

factors …and (3) rotation to terminal solution." (1) 

Two major alternative techniques are possible for 

each step. The dichotomies may be summed up 

as R -type versus Q-type factor analysis in step one, 
principal component versus inferred factors in step 

two, and orthogonal versus oblique rotation in 

step three. Any combination of the different factor 

analytic procedures can be made to define the 

types of factor analysis. (2) To achieve the objective 

(1) Norman Nie , Dale H. Best , and C. Hadlai Hull , Statistical Package for the Social Sciences , Chapter 17, “Factor 
Analysis," (New York, 1970) , p. 209. 

(2) Ibid .• p. 209 
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of this report, three of the faétor analytic proced

ures are combined R-type matrix (correlations 

between the variables Ínstead of the areal units) , 
principal component solution, orthogonal rotation. 

The rest of the flow chart will be discussed later. 

[111] Results of the Factor Solution 

Table 1 presents the solution of the orthogonally 

rotated factors. The rows consist of the initial 

variables on the table. Seven principal component 

factors are arranged in order of the size of their 

eigenvalues determined by the values (eigen) 

greater than one (1): the first principal component, 
the largest contributor (with more than 14 per 

cent of explained variance) , is the best summary 

of the particular combination of variables exhibited 

in the data of the 18 variables. Since the factor 

groups are statisticallY unrelated (orthogonally 

rotated) to each other, the second component 

factor is viewed as the second best solution to 

account for the portions of the variance not 

explained by the βr5t one. Thus the linear 

combination of the seven comporient γarÎable5 

cumulatively explains up to 65 percent of the total 

variance in the data as a whole. 

Only factor loadings greater than +.4 are 

included in the table. The levcl of loadings are 

arbitrarily chosen since it facilitates the examination 

of the basic structure of the factor patterns by the 

more important variables. The matrix of factor 

loadings represents both the regression weights and 

correIation coefficients between the variables and 

the factors. 

Each variable, except the variables of Military 

Contracts, Public Assistance, Social Security Funds, 
Treasury and Veterans, is loaded signi:ficantIy only 

on one facto r. For instance, it is obvious that the 

variable, Military Pay, is the leading component 

for factor 1. Similarly, NASA is the only significant 

variable loading high on Factor V. The factorial 

complexity of the variables on the table (except 

the mentioned five) is therefore one. Those five 

variables load on more than one factor. For 

instance, the variable, Veterans, loads on both 

Table 1. Factor Structure of the 18 Variables in Metropolitan Study Areas . 

Housing 0.866 0.767 
Highway Plan. & Cons t. 0.571 
Interior 0.775 0.741 
Labor 0.854 0.800 
Post Office 0.651 0.605 
Treasury 0.484 -0.481 0.538 
Atomic Energy O. ‘5 0.770 
CSC 0.680 0.585 
GSA 0.672 
NASA 0.775 0.627 
NSF O. 0.677 
OEO O. 0.637 
SBA 0.743 0.561 
Veterans 0.489 0.449 0.708 

Eigenvalue 

Cumulative Percent of Variance 14.9 27.6 37.0 45.1 52.4 58. 64.8 

Original data: per capita outlays of SMSAs 
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Factor 1 and Factor VI which sîgnifîes a factorial 

complexity of two (2). Thus the five variables 

become com plex to measure more than one 

theoretical dimension of the variables (federal 

outlays). 

Finally, in the last column of the table, the 

communalities(sum of the squared factor loadings) 

indicate the proportion of variations of each variable 

explained by the factor dimensions. For example, 
the variable, Labor, is the highest with 80 percent 

of the total explained variance. The lowest is 

Military Contracts, explaining only 51 percent. (3) 

(IV] Dimensions of Federal Outlays 

Interpreting the resuItant factors is the central 

problem in the present section. In order to evaluate 

the theoretical dimensions of the federal outlays, a 

systematic, empirical analysis for each factor pattern 

is attempted by examining the following points: 

(1) the basic structures of the principal component 

axis, (2) geographicaI associations of the patterns, 
and (3) maps of unknown conceptual terrains of 

the factor dimensions (dimensional aspects of the 

federal spending in metropolitan physical space). 

This section w i1l focus particularly on the problem 

of naming factor patterns by their typical charac

teristics emerging from the empirical analysis. 

Factor I: Military-Operation Oriented Dimension-

the first principal factor solution is contributed by 

those variables, Military Pay , Atómic Energy, 

Veterans, and SSF. The first two variables are 

quite high with positive coefficients of factor 

loadings shown by 0.80 and o. 78, respectively 

(Table 1). Veterans, the third positive variable, 
represents a moderate factor loading of 0.48. On 

the other hand , the variable , SSF, is negatively 

corre1ated (-0.40) to the first factor pattern. 

Since factor loadings are measures of the degree 

of the cIoseness between the variables and the 

dimensions and since the first principaI component 

summarizes the single best solution to accmmt for 

the greatest portion of the total variance in the 

combination of the involved variable set, it may be 

app.ropriate to say that the inter metropolitan 

variations of the federal government spending are 

more associated with the programs Military Pay 

and Atomic Energy than to any other programs. 

The structural meaning of this factor pattern 

can be further revealed through an analysis of the 

so-called factor scores, which are the individual 

position or scores of each observation in this case, 
SMSAs on the factor axis. (4) Each of Tables 2-8 

shows the top 15 factor scores scaIed in a rank 

order and the 15 corresponding SMSAs. In the 

first factor pattern (Table 2) , the 15 SMSAs arE' 

identified mostly by those SMSAs whose Iocations 

are the nation’ s primary mili tary bases. The 

locations are military camps instead of those for 

the defense-oriented industries. For example, 
Fayetteville (N.C.) and EI Paso(Tex.)are military 

bases for the national ground forces, Pensacola 

(Fa.) has an air force base, and Charleston(S.C.) , 
the navaI base. The geographical associations of 

these highly scored SMSAs indicate more specific 

characteristics of the first factor dimension: Federal 

expenditures re1ated to military payrolls or 

constructions are given priorities over defense 

researches and industries. 

The factor score maps (Maps 1-7) explore the 

unknown terrains of the federal expenditure 

(3) For methodology of the factor analysis of this chapter, see: Brian J.L. Berry and Fran E. Horton, Geographic 
Perspectiνes 0η Urbaπ System , Chapter 10, “Concepts of Social Space: Toward an Urban Social Geography," 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J. , 1970) pp. 306-394; R.J. Rlmmel, “ Understanding Factor Analysis," The Joμrηalof 
Coηβict Resolμtioπ， Vol. XI, No. 4, (Dec. 1967) , pp. 444-480; Norman Nie , Dale H. Best, and C.Hadlai HulI, 
Statistical Package for the Social Scieηces， Chapter 17, “ Factor Analysis," (New York, 1970) , pp. 208-244. 

(4) Factor scores are generated from matrices. They are yielded in the fo lIowing way: variables are weighed 
proportionally by every factor patterns extracted. In order to measure the score for a case, the original data 
of each variable is muItiplied by the weight of the factor patterns; the sum yields factor scores. Thus factor 
score is a composite value of all variables determined in a pattern. Factor scores, transformed from the original 
data , are therefore meaningless in an absolute sense and should only be considered relative to one another. 
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Map 1 Spatial FatteI'l1 of Factor Scores to SMSAs: Factor 1 
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dimensions. (5) Map 1 of Factor 1 presents a clear 

regional variation in the distribution pattern of the 

metropolitan centers classi:fied by the different 

scales of factor scores. The higher scored SMSAs 

are distributed mostIy in the South while the 

lower scored SMSAs are strikingly concentrated on 

the axis of the so-called manufacturing belt. This 

sharp regional contrast of the :first factor dimension 

is no doubt due to the variables which are weighed 

heavier in Factor I. 

Factor II: State Government Oriented Dimension-

an entirely different set of variables loads highly 

(5) Suggestions for factor rnap reading: consider that each distribution rnap of 18 variables has been drawn on the 
rnetropolitan study areas (105 SMSAs); over1ap each of the 18 sheets all together; irnagine that the 18 rnaps 
are viewed on one dirnensional space as done in three dirnensional airphoto analysis. The higher factor scores 
(spots of SMSAs) would be rnore closely f10ated up to your eyes while the negative factor score positions would 
be viewed sunken under the plane daturn. The factor scores are rneasures of the cases (105 SMSAs) assessed 
on the verdict not of individual variables but of the 18 cornposite variables which have been factored. 
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Map 2 Spatial Pattern of Factor Scorés to SMSAs: Factor 11 

FACTOR SCORE SCALE 
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Table 3 The Top 15 SMSAs by Rank on Factor 11 
5.12 Springfield (III.) 
3.24 Albany (N.Y.) 
3.11 Harrisburg (Penn.) 
2.93 Sacramento (Cali.) 
2.71 Boise Cldaho) 
1. 71 Austin (Tex.) 
1. 31 Salem (Oreg.) 
1.29 Springfìeld (Ohio) 
1. 19 Fargo-Moorhead (N.D.) 
1. 13 Montgomery (Ala.) 
1. 10 Nashville (Tenn.) 
1. 04 Reno(Neva.) 
0.87 Columbus (Ohio) 
0.86 Albuquerque (N. Mex.) 
0.83 Madison (Wisc.) 

on the second factor. The higher factor Ioadings 

are measured by the variables, Labor with the 

coefficient of O. 85, Interior with O. 77, and Highway 

Planning and Construction, 0.65. Statistically, 
these three variables in the factor analysis are the 

second most signi:ficant indicators of the inter

metropolitan variations of the federal spending. 

Metropolitan centers which scorg highly on this 

dimension are recognized as the seats of the state 

capitaIs. Table 3 of Factor II shows this aspect 

clearly: out of 15 high scored SMSAs, 12 are the 

state capitals; the remaining three are Spring:field 

(Ohio) , Reno(Nevada) , and Albuquerque(N.Mex.). 

This proportion is very rare, not found in any 

other factor dimension. The geographical associations 

of the second factor dimension can be interpreted 

to signify the process of the use of the federal funds 

which are primarily managed through the state 

government administrations. The spatial pattern of 

Map 2 of Factor II generally weIl reflects the 
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situatÎon the higher the scores, the more the 

tendency to associate wiih the metropolitan centers 

representing state capitals. The exception is Lincoln 

(Nebr.) , which is a state capital measures the 

lowest factor score marking -1. 23 on the factor 

Dimension-- the basÎc structure of the third factor 

is identificd by the variables, GSA , NSF, and 

OEO. They are all variables speci:fied at the 

federal agency level and are highly intercorrelated 

in terms of factor loadings. The SMSAs correspo

nding to the high factor scores in this pattern are 

most1y those metropolitan areas which are the 

locations of higher educational or research-oriented 

centers (Table 4). NSF is one of the representa

tive variables of which federal expenditures are 

aXlS. 

Based on general observation of the empirical 

evidence, Factor II appears to have a “ state 

government oriented dimension." 

Factor III: Higher Education-Research Oriented 

Map 3. Spatial Pattern of Factor Scores to SMSAs: Factor III 

FACTOR SCORE SCALE 

* 1 OR MORE • -.5 TO-’ 
‘ .5 TO • • LESS THAN - ’ 
。 -.5 TO .5 

Table 4. The top 15 SMSAs: by Rank on Factor III 
6.81 Lincoln (Nebr.) 
2. 12 Madison (Wisc.) 
2.07 Jackson (Missi.) 
2.02 Ann Arbor (Mich.) 
1. 81 Austin (Tex.) 
1. 65 Reno (Neva.) 
1. 62 Denver (Colo.) 
1. 55 Raleigh (N. C.) 
1. 35 Durham (N.C.) 
1. 03 Albuquerque (N. Mex.) 
0.98 Roanoke (Va.) 
0.85 Seattle (Wash.) 
0.78 Salt Lakes City (Utah.) 
0.76 Lexington (Ky.) 
0.74 Santa Barbara (Ca1i.) 
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obviously associated with the nation’s higher 

education and research institutions. GSA is 

characterized as a variable serving general federal 

adminstrations in its expenditure patterns. OEO 

spends its federal funds for community development 

programs in general and poverty programs in 

particular. What these three programs have in 

common is not immediately apparent. However, 
the strong geographical associations of their 

expenditure patterns are frequently interconnected 

in the metropolitan areas where there are higher 

educational centers. The third factor map(Map 3) 

proves this phenomenon cIearly-the fact that the 

locations (SMSAs) of the major universities and 

research centers are frequen tIy corresponded with 

the higher factor scores; examples are the nation’s 

or region ’s leading universities in Madison, Ann 

Arbor, Durham, Austin, etc. ConsequentIy, the 

third principal factor solution is labeIled the 

“ higher education and research oriented dimension." 

Factor IV: Population Oriented Dimension-the 

fourth factor emerging from the analysis is이ates 

the variables, Post Office, CSC, Public Assistance, 
SSF, and Treasury. They are aIl positively loaded 

Map 4. Spatial Pattern of Factor Scores to SMSAs: Factor IV 

FACTOR SCORE SCALE 

* 1 OR MORE 

‘ .5 TO 
。 -.5 TO .5 

.‘5 TO-1 
• LESS THAN - 1 

Table 5. The top .15 SMSAs by Rank on Factor IV 
4.42 New Y ork (N. Y.) 
3.33 Roanoke (Va.) 
2.31 San Francisco (Cali.) 
2. 11 Jersey City (N. J.) 
1. 62 Des Moines (Iowa) 
1. 59 Buffalo (N. Y.) 
1. 51 Utica Rome (N.Y.) 
1. 36 Spokane (Wash.) 
1. 33 Richmond (V a.) 
1. 31 Albany (N.Y.) 
1. 28 Tampa St. Petersburg (Fa.) 
1. 16 Los Angeles (Cali.) 
0.96 Sioux City (Nebr. -Iowa) 
0.93 Sioux Fall (S.D.) 
0.90 Syracuse (N.Y.) 
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on the factor. These variables have some common 

aspects of being population oriented. 

It appears that the metropolitan centers associated 

with the higher factor scores in this dimension 

exhibit a nodal or regional center tendency. On 

Table 5, the characteristics of ten out of :fifteen 

SMSAs are identi:fied with the nodal characteristics 

which, according to ‘ Stanback and Knight ’s 

functional classi:fication of the metropolitan labor 

market(SMSAs) , (6) form the central place function. 

The spatial pattern on this fador dimension(Map 

4) does not represent any particular geographical 

concentration by the higher scored SMSAs. 

However, in the areas of the major urban axis, 
relatively larger population centers are associated 

with this factor pattern with relatively high scores 

as in New York , Chicago, San Francisco, Los 

Angeles, and Richmond (Va.). This federal 

dimension seems to be related with those metrop

olitan centers which are diversi:fied in their economic 

Map 5 Spatial Pattern of Factor Scores to SMSAs: Factor V 

OR MORE 
TO 1 
TO .5 
Table 6. The top 15 SMSAs by Rank on Factor V 

5.45 Huntsville (Ala.) 
1. 86 Los Angeles (Cali.) 
1. 44 Sacramento (Cali.) 
1. 17 Fayeteville (N.C.) 
1. 13 Atlanta (Ga.) 
1. 13 New Or1eans (La.) 
1. 12 Macon CGa.) 
1. 08 Santa Babra (Cali.) 
1. 08 Denver (Colo.) 
1. 07 Montgomery (Ala.) 
0.85 Columbus (Ohio.) 
0.83 Dallas (Tex.) 
0.78 Sherman (Tex.) 
0.76 Roanoke (Va.) 
0.74 Vallejo Napa (Cali.) 

FACTOR SCORE SCALE 

* ‘ 
。

--.5 
-.5 

-.5 TO -1 

LESS THAN -’ 

(6) Thomas M. Stanback, Jr. and Richard V. Knight, The Metroþolitaη Economy; The Process of Employmeηt 
Expansioη (Columbia University Press, 1970) , Chapter 6. 
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actÎvitÎes and which play nodal functions to the 

surrounding areas. These :fìndings suggest “ popula

tion oriented dimension." 

Factor V: Space-Defense Industry Oriented 

Dimension-- the :fìfth factor forms its major pattern 

structure with the variables, NASA and Military 

Contracts. It is quite natural to find an association 

between the two variables in terms of the nature 

of their federal spending activities. This factor 
dimension is primarily concerned with the federal 

expenditures to be used for the nation ’s aero-space 

developments and the related defense industries. 

This factor pattern Îs similar wÎth Factor 1, Mi!itary 

Operation Oriented Dimension in view of its 

geographical associations(compare Tables 2 and 6) 

and regional localization (compare Maps 1 and 5) 

of the higher scored SMSAs. However, some 

fundamentaI differences are found in the characte

ristics of the high scored metropolitan centers of 

the two dimensions. In the first factor dimension, 
the high scored SMSAs were important as locales 

of military bases, while the high scored SMSAs 

in the fifth dimension highlight more importance 

on the defense-oriented industries andjor space 

Map 6 Spatial Pattern of Factor Scores to SMSAs; Factor VI 

FACTOR SCORE SCALE 

* 1 OR MORE 
훌 5 TO 

。 -.5 TO ‘5 

• -.5 TO- ’ 
• LESS THAN -1 

Table 7 The Top 15 SMSAs by Rank on Factor VI 
3.37 Fargo Moorhead (N.D.) 
3.07 Sioux Fall (S.D.) 
2.47 Boise (ldaho) 
2.33 Roanoke (Va.) 
1. 75 Montgomery (Ala.) 
1. 58 Albany (Ga.) 
1. 18 Phoenix (Arizo.) 
1. 14 Jackson (Missi.) 
1. 08 Springfield (Mo.) 
1. 06 Wilmington (N.C.) 
1. 05 Spokane (Wash.) 
1. 04 Denver (Colo.) 
0.96 Lubbock (Tex.) 
0.94 Tampa St. Petersburg (Fa.) 
0.91 Little Rock (Ark.) 
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explorations. The localization of both of the 

rumensions are also very similar, being regional1y 

concentrated in the South and Far West, and the 

higher scored SMSAs are rarely found in the 

manufacturing belt, while the lower scored SMSAs 

are rather dominant in the bel t. Particularly, the 

higher scored SMSAs in the fifth factor are 

localized in California. Factors 1 and V are thus 

the major federal dimensions to have an impact 

on the Southern and Far Western metropolitan 

areas. However, the basic structure of federal 

dimensions should he differentiated in terms of the 

specific federal component expenditure patterns. 

Factor VI: Smal1 SMSA Oriented Dimension-

there are four variables involved in the sixth 

factor. This dimension reflects the strongest relation 

with the variable, SBA, with a loading of 0.74. 

The other three variables, Military Contracts, 
Treasury, and Veterans are modera tely loaded on 

this factor-the first two present negative relative 

relationships to the factor dimension. And these 

three variables exhibit some factorial complexity 

since they are not loaded solely on one factor. 

The higher scored SMSAs on this factor(Table 7) 

Map 7. Spatial Pattern of Factor Scores to SMSAs Factor VII 

FACTÓR SCORE SCALE 

* 1 OR MORE ‘ .5 TO t 
。 -.5 TO .5 

• -.5 TO-1 

• LESS THAN ‘ ’ 
Table 8. The Top 15 SMSAs by Ramk on Factor VII 

2.91 Pine Bluff (Ark.) 
2.42 Topeka (Kans.) 
1. 96 Hamilton (Ohio) 
1. 78 Albuquerque (N. Mex.) 
1. 70 Knoxville (Tenn.) 
1. 66 Muskegon (Mich.) 
1. 58 Greensboro (N.C.) 
1. 55 Montgomery (Ala.) 
1. 50 Austin (Tex.) 
1. 42 Springfield (Ill.) 
1. 26 Sioux City(Nebr. -Iowa) 
1. 20 Oklahoma City (Okla.) 
1. 12 Monroe (La.) 
1. 07 Duluth Superior (Minn.) 
1.05 Little Rock (Ark.) 
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are general1y the smal1er size metropolitan centers, 
which are mostly Iess than 250,000 population 

centers. They are often the centers found in the 

nation’s agricultural areas and far from the nation’s 

major urban axis. Map 6 of Factor VI pictures 

the dimensional terrain. Regiona l1y, the higher 

scored SMSAs are displayed more proportional1y in 

the Southeast, Great Plains, and Mountains, and 

the lower scored SMSAs are concentrated in the 

manufacturing belt. This federal dimension has the 

Ieast impact on the two states, New York and 

California, especial1y in the Iarger metropolitan 

areas. 

Factor VII: Housing Oriented Dimension-- Factor 

Seven, the last factor solution in the analysis 

provides a unique structural pattern in the 

dimension. The variable, Housing, is the only 

principal factor loading to strongly relate (the 

coefficients of O. 86) with the factor dimension. 

There are no other loadings greater than plus or 

minus .40. There are no particular geographical 

associations expressed by this dimension. On Table 

8, the high scored SMSAs do not reveal any 

characteristic aspect (other than their sma l1 to 

medium size). No distinguished spatial pattern is 

found on the factor map (Map 7). 

(V) Applicationsof the Rt:sultant 

Factor Analysis 

Many interesting discussions can be drawn from 

the nature of the products resulted factor analysis 

in this study. This section will consider two 

problems in the underlying dimensions of the 

federal outlays. 

The first problem is an approach to grouping 

the eighteen variables of the federal outlays into 

relatively homogenous Íunctions through factor 

analysis. Now the factor loadings of each variable 

are considered as an alternative means to classify 

the variable(federal outlays) into groups. 

Recalling the fundamental factor theorem, one 

may compare any pair of variables to find the 

source of common variation in the linear factor 

patterns. In Table 1, for example, the common 

variation of the paired variables, Military Pay and 

Atomic Energy is obtained by multiplying the 

factor Ioadings of both variables on each factor 

dimension and by summing up al1 of the products 

through the seven factors. Of course, the common 

variation obtained is mainly derived from the 

products of the two loadings of the first factor 

pattern, because the remaining products by six 

other factor loadings (in this case, blanks) are 

negligible. Factor loading is not only a way of 

expressing the relations between the variables and 

the factors, but also a means of analyzing the co

variance of the involved variables. Thus highly 

loaded variables are considered as groups of 

functional variables of the underlying factor 

patterns. This leads to developing an empirical 

typology of the federal outlays (federal government 

expenditure patterns) since the term typology is 

synonymous, in a sense, with that of classification 

or groupmg. 

A pilot study by the writer has confirmed that 

there exists some empirical evidence of typology 

underlying the interrelated federal government 

spending behavior. For the analysis of this 

typology, another factor analysis is attempted. 

The per capita outlays, by holding population 

constant, permit a comparison of the relative 

intensity of federal outlays to SMSAs. An 

alternative measure of variation in federal outlays 

is now introduced by the use of the location 

quotient. This technique measures the relative 

share of an agency(or program) within an SMSA 

compared to the national pattern (see explanatory 

footnote). (7) The objective here is to introduce an 

(7) The input data utilized is the main difference between the two factor analyses, and the type of factor analytic 
techniques are exactly same. In the factor analysis of Table 18, location quotients were used as the input 
data in stead of per capita outlays of the 18 variables on each SMSAs. The location quotients defined here are 
the ratios of the ratios, that is: 

Amounts of Federal Outlays Allocated in Given Variable in the SMSA 

- →→→→→一一一←←←→←}→

Amounts of Federa1 Outlays Allocated in Given Variable in the Nation 
Total Federal Outlays of the Nation 
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alternative measure to determine if it conflicts with 

or reinforces the underlying dimensions of federal 

outlays found in Table 1. The results are shown 

in Tabl 9 in the same manner as in Table 1. 

Comparison of the two tables. The same number 

of factor dimensions (7) are extracted even though 

in Table 9 the identifìed factor patterns are not 

entered in the same order as in Table 1. The 

basic structure of each factor pattern is quite 

similar in both tables: the high loaded variables 

grouped together in Table 1 are frequen t1y 

congruent in Table 9. For example, the three 

variables, Highway Planning and Construction, 
Interior, and Labor which loaded high on Factor 

Dimensions of 
Federal Ou t1ays 

Military Oriented 

Variable 
Grouping 

Military Pay 
Atomic Energy 
Veterans 

:f::Iighway Plan. & 
Construction 
Interior 
Labor 

State Government 
Oriented 

II in Table 1 are exact1y same variables as those 

of Factor 3 of Table 9. Likewise, the high factor 

loading variables on Factor III of Table 1 are also 

identical with those of Factor 4 in Table 9. Thus 

by evaluation comparatively the identical variable 

groups between the two tables and by recognizing 

their consistency in the two different factor analyses, 
it may be concluded that the analysis of factor 

loadings is a possible means to group the 18 

variables of federal outlays into further common 

groups. From the result or this analysis, an 

empirical typology of federal outlays to metro

politan areas can be considered as the following: 

Characteristic Area 
or Type of SMSA 

Southeastern SAMAs 

Stqte CapitaIs 
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DF-HR 
Variable 
Grouping 

GSA 
NSF 
OEO 

Public Assis t. 
SSF 
Post Offìce 
Treasury 
CSC 

NASA 
M i1itary 
Contracts 

SBA 
CSC 
Veterans 

Housing 

Population 
Oriented 

Space-Defense 
1ildustry Oriented 

Smal1 Urban 
Oriented 

Housing Oriented 

The other problem of the resultant factor 

analysis is the use of factor patterns as explanatory 

variables. R. ]. Rummel advocates a close 

relationship between causation and factor analytic 

patterns. He states in his essay “ U nderstanding 

Factor Analysis": 

“Does factor analysis de.fÌne factors, then, that 

can be caIIed causes of the patterns they 

represent? The answer must be yes. Each of the 

variables analyzed is mathematicaly related to the 

factor patterns. The regularities in the phenomena 

are described by these patterns, and it is these 

regularities that indicate a causal nexus. Just as 

the pattern of alignment of steel fìlings near a 

magnet can be described by the concept of 

magnetism, for example, so the concept of 

magnetism can be turned around and be said to 

cause the alignmen t. Likewise, an economic 

development pattern delineated by factor analysis 

can be caHed a cause. 1n this sense, an authoritari

anism factor causes certain attitudes, a turmoiI 

factor causes riots, and an urbanism factor causes 

liberal voting". (8) 

Characteristic Area 
or Type of SMSA 

Higher EducationaI 
Centers & State 
CapitaIs 

Larger Population 
Centers 

Southern SMSAs and 
ParticularIy Those 
in California 

Major AgricuItural 
Areas 

Ru 

없
 

때
 

빼
 臨

. 

때ι
T애
 

D 

n
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The idea of causation between the federal 

expenditures and its impact on metropolitan growth 

is derived from the notion of “ economic base 

concept." To briefly de.fÌne the term, “economic 

base," it is the concept w hich identi.fÌes total 

economic activities of a community into two 

functional sectors: one, are the economic activities 

named “ basic" that brings money into the commu

nity from the outside; the other are the “non-basic" 

activities, such as retailing of goods and services, 
whose income comes from within the community. (9) 

The federaI outlays aIIocated from the centraI 

government to the metropolitan areas are the money 

brought into the metropolitan community from the 

outside. 111 this context, the federal spending 

activities can be interpreted as contributions to the 

basic sector of the metropolitan economy. 1n other 

words, the federaI outlays can be regarded as 

activities that play a role in the “ basic economy" 

and generate “ muItiplier effects" to the community 

in terms of rising population and employment or 

nsíng per caplta mcome. 

Assuming the economic-base Iogic as that of 

(8) R.]. Rumme l, p. 453. Rummel's view that factors defined by factor analysis can be called causes of the 
patterns they represent is thought to be “a minority view" by Philip Rees. To Rees, “ the claim that 
components or factors represent concise description of patterns of associations of attributes across observations" 
is a “more modest" one. And he admits that “ the factor scores produced by factor analysis can be used either 
as hypothesized causal influences or as effects whose causes have to be investigated." (Philip H. Rees, “Factorial 
Ecology: An Extended Definition, Survey, and Critique of the Field," Ecoηomic Geography, Vo1. 47, No. 2, 
Supplement , 1971 , pp.221-222. 

(9) For the "economic base" study, refer Ralph W. Pfouts , ed. The Techniques 01 Urban Ecoηomic Analysis CWest 
Trenton, N. J.: 1960) , 
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urban growth, a pilot study was attempted to 

evaluate the relationship(association) between the 

dimensions of federal outlays identified thus far in 

the study and the metropolitan population growth 

in terms of the per cent change from 1960 to 19 

70. The study was concerned particularly with 

determining which federal dimensions are relatively 

more important variables in association with the 

metropolitan population growth patterns. It should 

be mentioned here, however, that this discussion 

is not to be extended to the point of defining the 

causal relationship between the federal outlays and 

the metropolitan growth, even though the “mult

iplier effect" of the federal outlays has been 

considered on the basis of the economic base theory 

in the above paragraphs. 

As for the method of the analysis, multi-factor 

regression analysis was applied by step-wise fashion: 

the per cents of population changes on each SMSA 

were used as data for the dependent variable and 

the factor scores of each SMSA, as data for the 

independent variables. (1 0) In order to assess the 

relaitve importance of the independent variables 

(factor dimensions) as determinants, the “ beta 

coefficients" of the involved factor patterns were 

estimated. Table 10 summarizes the results of the 

factor regression analysis performed on the SMSA 

in the nation and the three different regions. The 

independent variables are then ranked according to 

the size of their “ beta coefficients," which demon

strates the relative importance of the factor dimen

sions as explanatory variables for the metropolital1 

population change. 

Two of the faclor patterns, Space and Defense 

Industry Oriented Dimension(Factor V) and Higher 

Education and Research Oriented Dimension(Factor 

III)are relatively more important variables associated 

with metropolitan growth. On the other hand, the 

Military Operation Oriented Dimension (Factor 1) 

and the State Government Oriented Dimension 

(Factor II) are relatively less important variables. 

This aspect is generally similar in the nation and 

the three different regions. 

The three regions are noticeably different in their 

rank orders. For example, in the South, the Higher 

Education and Research Oriented Dimension(Factor 

III) is a relatively more important variable 

associated with the Southern metropolitan population 

change, while the same dimension is less important 

(relatively) in the metropolitan areas of the West. 

Likewise, the Population Oriented Dimension(Factor 

IV) in the South has a less important association 

with the metropolitan population growth compared 

with a more important association of the same 

Table 10 Relative Importance of Factor Dimensions in Relation to Metropolitan Population Growth: Ranking of 
Independent Variables (Factors) According to the Size of Estimated beta Coe f1icients 

Rank of Independent Variables Coef1icient of 
Multiple 

Dependent Variable 
SMSA Population 
Change(96) in 
Different Region 

꼬 상기--~-상-기----(4)---r - • -써 1- } (6) | Corma 
\'-'/ \"/ \-S:/ \V/ \V/ (R) 

Nationa Factor V* Factor IV* Factor III* Factor II 
(0.34) (-0.25) (0.18) (0.05) 

Southb Factor III Factor V Factor VI Factor 1 
(0.20) (0.16) ( -0.14) ( -0.13) 

NorthC Factor IV* Factor III Factor V* Factor II 
(-0.58) (0.31) (0.22) (0.13) 

Westd Factor V* Factor IV* Factor VI Factor III 
(0.38) (-0.31) (-0.24) (0.22) 

* Significant at 0.05 level 
(a) 105 SMßAs in the sample study areas 
(b) 44 SMSAs in the Southeast and Southwest region 
(c) 37 SMSAs in the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic Region 
(d) 24 SMSAs in the Mountain, Plains, and Far West Region 

Factor VI I Factod 
(-0.02) I (0.01) 

Factor II I Factor IV 
(-0.08) I (-0.04) 

Factor VI I Factor 1 
(-0.11) I (0.07) 

Factor II I Factor 1 

0.46* 

0.30 

0.75* 

(0.16) I (0.05) I 0.60* 

(10) Once the unde r1ying factor patterns are identified, the transformed data factor scores can be ascertained. The 
factor patterns, statistically uncorrelated with each other due to the varimax rotation, are assumed to he ideal 
independent variables in application of multiple regression technique. 
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dimension in the North. Thus it can be said that 

the composite federal expenditures are differently 

associated with the metropoIitan popuIation changes 

in the different sections of the country. In other 

words, the same federaI dimension of the outIays, 
in the different metropoIitan regions, may have 

different effects. Hence the federaI government 

spendings would have varied impacts on the 

regional metropolitan growth patterns. 

(VIJ SUMMARY 

1. A main objective of this study was to reduce 

the various component variabIes of the federal 

outlays into severaI basic common variables to 

explain the systematic dependencies and intercorr

elations among the different fecleral expediture 

patterns to metropo1itan areas. The method of 

factor anaIysis was utilized for this purpose. 

2. . From the 18 input variables (mostly federaI 

agency outlays) seven underIying dimensions were 

derived. They were given the labels (according to 

the factor loadings of the variables) of: Military 

Operation Oriented Dimension, State Government 

Oriented Dimension, Population Orientend Dimen

sion, Space-Defense Oriented Dimension, Small 

Urban Oriented Dimension, Higher Education

Research Oriented Dimension, and Housing Oriented 

Dimension. 

3. The spatial distribution of the factors was 

analyzed by the mapping of the factor scores for 

the SMSAs. For a number of the factors, e. g. , 
the Military Operation Oriented Dimension, distinct 

regionaI contrasts were found. For others, e.g. , the 

State Government Oriented Dimension, the nature 

of the factor meant that the pattern of high factor 

scores would be more ubiquitous. 

4. For comparative purposes, a factor analysis 

using location quotients rather than per capita 

values as the measure of outlays was made. There 

was a fai rIy close correspondence between the factor 

patterns. 

5. The results of the above analyses were used 

to construct a classification of variables into groups 

on the basis of the factor analysis. 

6. The dimensions of the federal outlays (factor 

patterns) were usedas independent variables to 

explain population change. The implication of the 

“economic base concept" was introduced to explore 

the federaI outlay’s roIe as a basic economic sector. 

In conjunction with this approach , the study was 

particularIy interested to determine which dimens

ions were more important explanatory variables to 

account for population changes. For three different 

regions and the nation as a whole a muIti-factor 

regression analysis was performed to determine 

the relative importance of the factor dimensions. 

Among the factors, Factor V (Space and Defense 

Industry Oriented)was most closeIy associated with 

population change. Among the regions, the factors 

best explained population change in the North. 
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〈國文要約〉

本昭究는 美國 연방정 부의 支出規模가 大都市

(Metropolitan Centers) 를 中心으로 美國全域에 마 

치 는 經濟的 파급효과를 體系的 o 로 分析하묘로써 

脫源用途의 地理的 패턴을 규명하였다. 

聯됐政府의 各部處間에서 ξ여지는 支出內譯을 보 

띤 물경 9807~ 種類에 달한다0968년 현재). 그러나 

각부처 간의 지 출용도가 全國의 下部行政 單位地域

으로 내려가며 집행될때 그 用途別내역이 重複되거 

나 상후 유기적인 연관을 가지며 지출되는 경우가 

많다. 비록 부처간 집행세목은 다기다양하나 결국 

지출내용면에서 지역에 미치는 파급효과는 어떤 類

似性 내지는 공풍성을 내Æ할 소지가 큰 것이다. 

本연구의 主目的은 制度的으로 多뼈한 연방정부의 

支出細目을 相互關聯度가 높고 機能이 흡사한 지출 

내역들을 組로 묶어서 그 꼭합기능을 검로할수 있는 

方法을 모색하고자 하였다. 그리고 -聯의 組로 構

成된 支出의 복합요인이 미국의 大都市체계와 어떤 

유기관계를 가지며 都市 및 地域發展에 영향을 미 

치는 지 그 파급효과에 관한 地理的 관련성을 밝히 

고자 하였다. 

첫째 目的인 미연방정부지출의 복합기능을 분석 
하기 寫하여 흉를因分析(Factor Analysis)을 시 도하였 

다. 그 결과 105개의 大都市 地域에서 쓰여진 18개 

種類의 支出用途가 7개의 組， 즉 복합요인적 기능 

으로 분류되 었다. 다음은 個個훨因의 構造的 特性과 

機能의 地理的 연관성을 밝히기 寫한 수단:로 各

훨因에 대한 18개 變數(支出내역)의 훨因負備量 
(Factor Loads)과 105개 都市에 대 한 훨因點數(Factor 

Scores) 를 분석하였다. 그 결과 7 개의 휠因에 대해 

서 다음과 같은 特性이 밝혀 졌 다. 第-次的 훨因， 
Factor 1 은 支出內容上 軍事面의 支出과 관계가 큰 

훨因， 二次愛因， Factor 2 는 주로 洲政府가 관장하는 

지출기능과 관계가 깊은 몇因， Factor 3은 專門敎育
맞 연구와 관계가 깊은 훨因， Factor 4는 A 口의 分

布와 比例하여 支出되 는 顆因， Factor 5는 우주개 말 

및 방위산엽과관련이 큰요인， Factor 6 은소규모 

도시의 育成政策과 관련도가 높은 몇因， 끔으로 

Factor 7 은 주택문제와 관련도가 높은 要因임을 確

認할 수가 있었다. 

연방정부의 公共支出을 받아드리는 者(都市내지는 

地域)의 立場에서 볼 때 그 할당액은 외부로 부터 벌 

어드리는 所得이 라고 간주할 수 있다. 다시 딸해서 
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연방정부가 地方에 할당한 지불효과는 바로 都市의 

基盤經濟를 通해서 他地域으로 부터 획득한 소득의 

역 할과 같은 것이 다. 都市는 基盤經濟를 주축오로 

成長하는데 이 때 연방정 부로 부터 받는 公共資金은 

都市內에서 조성되는 기만경제와 아울러 도시경제 

의 승수효과를 유발하여 도시 인구의 성 장， 고용의 

증대， 도시민의 실칠소득을 向上시키는 역할의 일익 

을 담당하게 된다. 本연구의 第二目的은 기만경제 

개념에 업각하여 위에서 분석한 7개의 要因을 中心

으로 어떤 要因(Factor) 이 도시 언구성장과 관련이 

갚은가를 검토하였다. 방법론상 7개의 要因을 독렵 

변수로 보고 도시의 인구증가율을 종속변수로 놓고 

多重回歸式(MuItiple Regression analysis) 에 依하여 

7개 要因變數間의 상대적 우위성을 결정하였다. 

그 결과 全國의 都市를 상대로 도시인구의 증가 

와 요인과의 관계를 보면， 연방정부의 지출내역중 

우주개발 및 방위산업과 관련도가 높은 Factor 5가 

都市成長에 미치는 영향력이 가장큰 요인으로 분석 

되었다. 

本연구는 연방정부의 방대한 지출내역을 構造的

으로 설명하고 체계적인 지리적 분석을 시도하묘로 

써 이분야에 결여되었먼 지리적 연구를 고취한데 그 

意義가 있다 하겠다. 특히 우리 나라의 중앙정부가 

집행하는 지출이 도시 및 지역 발전에 미치는 영향 

을 검로하기 위한 방법으로서 본 논문에서 검로한 

방법론상의 타당성 유무를 하나의 숙제로 남기고자 

한다. 

--서울大學校 文理科大學--
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